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Casper Goffman [l ] has shown that the set of points at which the

metric density of a set of real numbers exists but is not zero or one is

a set of the first category. As a partial converse to this result he

showed that for every Fc set of measure zero there exists a measurable

set whose density exists at every point of the F, and has the value

1/2. In this note we extend the last named theorem of Goffman to

the following:

Theorem. Let Z and y be given where Z is an Fa set of measure zero

and y is a real number such that 0 <y < 1. Then there exists a measura-

ble set S such that the metric density of S exists at every point of Z and

has the value y.

Proof. We shall assume that ZC(0, 1). Let Z = \Jt-i Zt where Zk
is closed and of measure zero for k = l, 2, • • • .

We shall define four sequences, {G*}, {!*}> {-E*}, and {i**} of

sets, where Gk+i(ZGk and Tk+idTk, as follows:

Let Gi = (0, 1), and Gk be an open set which contains Z — \J*Z\ Zn.

Define Tk to be the set Gk — Zk and require Gk+i(ZTk. Since Zk is

closed, Tk is open and consists of a countable number of disjoint

open intervals Ikj=(ak¡, &*,). Since *»(/*,•) <1, where m denotes

Lebesgue measure, there exists an integer NkJ- such that

1 1 1
-g — rn(hj) ^-
Nk} +1      2 Nkj

Let og = akí + (l/2)m(Ikj)=bkJ—(l/2)m(Iki)=t% for n = Nkj and for

n^Nkj+l let

ki _l  1 oki      t.
OCn   — Qkj -\-> Pn   = Okj

n

An(k,j) = {x: an  g x < a„_i},

Al(k,j) = {x-.ßlUe x<ßl'}.

The sets Aln(k, j), i=i, 2; B^iVy+1 are disjoint and
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/*,=   Û  [AÍ(k,j) Al(k,j)].
n-l

For each of the sets A*„(k, j) let A'E% be any measurable set con-

tained in A^k, j) for which m(A'E%) = ym(A»(k, j)), i=l, 2. Let

A*Fl] be defined by A,F* = A,„(k, j) -A'E*. Then

Finally let

m(A<Fn)= (l-y)m(AÍ(k,j)).

£*= U     U    (AlE?\J A*l£),
j-l   n>Nki

Fk=\)   u  (aVJvjaVJ).
j-1 n>Nkj

The sets Ek and Fk are disjoint and Tk = EkKJFk.

Returning to the sets Gk restrict Gk+X so that

m(Gk+i C\ A*Ekl) <, — mU'En),

m(Gk+l H a'f'J) á -u miA'tf!)
nk

for i = l, 2; tiszNkj + 1; j=l, 2, • • • , which is possible since Z has

measure zero.

The set S defined by

S = U (Ek - Gk+1)

has density y at every point of Z.

For, let z be any element in Z, and let h be the smallest positive

integer such that z£.Zh(ZGh. Let I be an open interval containing z

and contained in G». Restricting m(I) < 1/2 there exists an integer

p > 1 such that

(2) —— £ m(I) < - ■
P+Í p

Since z(EZh, z(£Th and by (2) if an end point of / falls in A*n(h, j)

then n^p and

1 2
m(An(h,j)) =

»(« - 1)      ¿(J> + 1)
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The interval / consists of the following:

1. A set H composed of disjoint sets A*n(h, j) where i = l, 2 and

n^p.

2. A set / which consists of two open or half open intervals, pos-

sibly empty, at the ends of I each of whose lengths does not exceed

2/p(p + l) so that m(J)^4:/p(p + l).

3. A set N = Zi~\I of measure zero.

We will show first that

(T - 4/p)m(I) g m(E C\ Eh) g ym(I),

(1 - y - 4/p)m(I) g m(H Pi Fh) ^ (1 - y)m(I).

We have

m(H r\ Eh) = £ m(AiEhJ) = 7 E m(A\(h,j)) = ym(H) ^ ym(I),

where the summation is taken over all n, j and i for which A*n(h, j) CI-

Also, m(Hr\Fh) = (1 -y)m(H) g (1 -y)m(I).

From the maximum measure of J and inequality (2) we have m(J)

g:(4:/p)m(I). Thus since m(I)=m(H)+m(J), m(H)t(l-i/p)m(I).

Therefore,

m(H H Eh) è (y - ±/p)m(I)

and

m(H C\ Fh) à (1 - r - ±/p)m(T).

Thus inequalities (3) are satisfied.

Next it will be shown that for all positive integers q

m(Gh+q nHr\Eh) ^ m(H H Eh)/f,
(4)

m(Gh+g r\Hi\Fh) g »(H r\ Fh)/pq.

From the inequalities (1) and the fact that n^p,

m(Gh+q r\Ef\Eh) = Y, m(Gh+t C\ A*$)

g £ m(AiEhJ)/n  á m(HÍ\Eh)/pq

where the summations are taken over all n, j, i for which A^h, j) CI.

The second inequality in (4) is obtained in the same way. Since

Gh+q'DEh+q, from (4) and (3) we obtain

m(Eh+tr\Hr\ EK) á ym(I)/p«,

m(Eh+qr\Hr\Fh) £ (1 - y)m(I)/p«,
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for 2 = 1, 2, • • • . Now

/ = (H n Eh) U (H r\ Fh) U N KJ J,

so

mi in U Ek\ = m(Hr\Ek) +   ]£ m(Ek C\ H r\ Eh)

00

(5) +   £ »*(£* H ff n Fa) + m(J)
k=h+l

Since ID(Hr\Eh)U(Hr\Fh) and Ehf\Fh = 0,

m (En- Gk+1) D(HC\ Eh) - (Gh+i n F n £*)

and

(6) »(/H (£* - Gk+O) > (T - 5/p)m(I).

However,

/n(£k-Gw)c/n5c/n ü £*
*-A

so that application of inequalities (5) and (6) gives

5      m(ir\S) 5
y-<-—— <y +

p m(I) p—1
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